Adhesive residue on the CAD-CAM surgical guide sleeve: A technical report
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ABSTRACT

Computer-aided design and computer-aided manufacturing (CAD-CAM) surgical guides can be used by the clinician and dental technician to create a definitive cast before surgery, thereby allowing an indirect interim restoration to be fabricated. However, the accurate transfer of the interim restoration from the laboratory to the surgical site requires a precise interface between components. This article reports the prosthetic significance of adhesive residue on the intaglio surface of the CAD-CAM surgical guide sleeve, which can create errors in the implant analog position of the definitive cast. A technique for identifying the presence of residue and its careful removal are also introduced. (J Prosthet Dent 2019;121:746-8)

TECHNIQUE

The following is a technique for identifying and removing any adhesive residue:

1. Verify the fit of the surgical guide to the teeth on the original cast to ensure complete adaptation.
2. Inspect the intaglio surface of the surgical guide sleeve for traces of adhesive residue under magnification (Fig. 1). When adhesive residue is not apparent, attach the laboratory components to the surgical guide sleeve and evaluate the degree of component adaptation (Fig. 2). If this interface is not accessible to visual inspection, use a radiograph to confirm adaptation (Fig. 3).
3. Remove residue by preparing the walls of the surgical guide adjacent to the guide sleeve with a side-cutting, flat, non-cutting, end carbide rotary instrument (H364E; Komet USA) at 1000 to 2000 rpm to offset the guide wall approximately 0.75 to 1.0 mm from the guide sleeve (Fig. 4). This offset will ensure that the laboratory components will not bind to the wall of the surgical guide.
4. Use a sharp hand instrument (½ Discoid-Cleoid Carver; Hu-Friedy) to remove the adhesive residue on the intaglio surface of the guide sleeve (Fig. 5).
5. After selective adjustments have been made to the surgical guide, the intaglio surface of the surgical guide sleeve should be clear of adhesive residue (Fig. 6).
6. Verify complete adaptation of the laboratory components to the intaglio surface of the surgical guide sleeve visually or with a radiograph (Figs. 7, 8).

**DISCUSSION**

Placement of a dental implant in the correct position is necessary for both esthetic and functional outcomes of the subsequent restoration. The advent of the CAD-CAM surgical guide has improved the predictability of the surgical placement of implants, significantly increasing accuracy compared with conventional implant placement. These CAD-CAM surgical guides can also be used by the clinician or technician to create a definitive cast, thereby allowing an indirect interim restoration to be fabricated before the surgery. The benefits of an indirect interim restoration include an overall increase in material strength and therefore a reduction in prosthetic complications during the healing phase. In addition, it serves to minimize the time involved in chairside reline procedures and/or adjustments. A precise interface between laboratory components is essential to the fabrication of the definitive cast and the success of the subsequent interim restoration. Adhesive residue on the intaglio surface of the surgical guide sleeve can create a disparity between the spatial orientation of the implant analog in the definitive cast and the implant in the clinical situation. These disparities would result in vertical discrepancy between the laboratory fabrication and clinical placement of the immediate interim restoration and should be minimized or eliminated.

**SUMMARY**

Adjusting the CAD-CAM surgical guide to ensure complete adaptation of the laboratory components to the surgical sleeve is a straightforward procedure requiring little time and a basic armamentarium. The described selective adjustments will ensure complete removal of the adhesive residue, producing an accurate definitive cast from which the indirect interim restoration can be fabricated.
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